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1Open Figure8_start.ma and switch to the shotCam camera. The character is 
already staged, posed, and ready to go. Switch your tangents to flat in the 

animation preferences.

4 At f12, rotate the head to the opposite side and set a key. He should now have 
a constant nodding “no” motion.

I ’LL ADMIT IT: the first time I needed to do 

a figure 8 movement for an animation

assignment, I was completely stumped. I put my

brain into overdrive and came up with elaborate

technical solutions involving Maya’s motion

paths and constraints and probably a dozen 

MEL scripts (L OK, slight exaggeration). When 

someone finally explained the real solution to 

me, I was dumbfounded at how simple it was. 

Lesson learned. And to this day there are plenty

of times that the figure 8 concept comes in 

very handy. If it’s not for an outright figure 

8 movement (such as the hips and hands in 

walk cycles), I often add it in subtle amounts 

for texture in head shakes, hand trembles, and

much more.

We’ll learn this handy concept by doing a

simple animation of the Goon Rig doing his 

best grooving Stevie Wonder head motion. Then 

the next cheat will show you how to copy the

curves onto the body to offset and really get

him into the zone.

Figure 8 Motion

f12
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2 The key to easy figure 8’s is first doing a simple side-to-
side movement. At f01, rotate the head to screen left 

and set a key.

5 Go to f06, halfway through a nod, rotate the head up in 
X, and set a key only on that channel. Repeat the same 

thing at f18, keying only the X channel. His head should now
nod back and forth in an arc.

3 Go to f24 and set another key to have the same pose at
that frame.

6 In the graph editor your curves should look similar to 
this.

HOT TIP
A figure 8
motion is
simply just an
arc where the
side-to-side
movement is
offset from the
up-and-down
movement.

f01

f06
f18

f24
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8 Reduce the frame range by 1 frame using the range 
slider. By looping from frames 1-23, we eliminate the 

duplicate frame at f24 that would give the animation a 
slight hitch in its motion.

7 Select all the rotate curves and press the Cycle Infinity 
buttons in the Graph Editor. If you have View > Infinity

enabled, the dotted curves will show you how the curves 
loop.

11Switch to the shotCam2 camera 
for a ball to translate. With the 

Translate X, key the ball on the left side
on frames 1 and 24. 

12 At f12, halfway between, key it
on the other side. 13 At frames 6 and 18, halfway

through each direction, key the 
Translate Y upward to create the arc 
movement.

Figure 8 Motion (cont d)

f06
f18

f01 f12
f24
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9 Select the Rotate X curve and with the Move tool w,
shift it 3 frames earlier to offset the up-and-down

motion.

14 Select the curves and make them cycle. Then make
sure the frame range is 1-23.

10 Play the animation and he will now be moving his
head in a figure 8. I tracked the tip of his nose to

show the path of the movement. We used rotation in this 
example but it works the same with translation.

15 Shift the translate Y 3 frames earlier and you have
your figure 8 motion. You can now work with the

curves to get the arcs exactly the way you want them.

HOT TIP
This cycle
method is good
for learning
the technique,
but it probably
won’t help much
if you need a
figure 8 motion
in the middle of
an animation.
Just keep in
mind offsetting
the up/down
with side/side
and it should be
easy to key in
anywhere.
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